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Abstract

Featurizing microscopy images for use in biological re-

search remains a significant challenge, especially for large-

scale experiments spanning millions of images. This work

explores the scaling properties of weakly supervised clas-

sifiers and self-supervised masked autoencoders (MAEs)

when training with increasingly larger model backbones

and microscopy datasets. Our results show that ViT-based

MAEs outperform weakly supervised classifiers on a vari-

ety of tasks, achieving as much as a 11.5% relative im-

provement when recalling known biological relationships

curated from public databases. Additionally, we develop

a new channel-agnostic MAE architecture (CA-MAE) that

allows for inputting images of different numbers and or-

ders of channels at inference time. We demonstrate that

CA-MAEs effectively generalize by inferring and evalu-

ating on a microscopy image dataset (JUMP-CP) gener-

ated under different experimental conditions with a differ-

ent channel structure than our pretraining data (RPI-93M).

Our findings motivate continued research into scaling self-

supervised learning on microscopy data in order to create

powerful foundation models of cellular biology that have

the potential to catalyze advancements in drug discovery

and beyond. Relevant code and select models released with

this work can be found at: https://github.com/
recursionpharma/maes_microscopy .

1. Introduction
A fundamental challenge in biological research is quanti-
fying cellular responses to genetic and chemical perturba-
tions and relating them to each other [53, 66]. Image-based
experiments have proven to be a powerful approach for

†An earlier version of this work appeared at the NeurIPS 2023 Gener-
ative AI and Biology Workshop [39].
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Figure 1. General depiction of the approach taken in this work.
MAEs (channel-agnostic architecture depicted) learn to recon-
struct HCS images, perform inference on RxRx3 [24] to obtain
genomic representations, and apply TVN batch correction on the
embeddings to predict biological relationships.

exploring cellular phenotypes induced by millions of per-
turbations [5]. High Content Screening (HCS) systems,
which combine automated microscopy with robotic liq-
uid handling technologies, have enabled assaying cellu-
lar responses to perturbations on a massive scale. Recent
public releases of HCS image sets, like RxRx3 [24] and
JUMP-CP [14], consist of millions of cellular images across
100,000s of unique chemical and genetic perturbations and
demonstrate the scalability of this approach.

The size of recent HCS experiments presents a unique
challenge and opportunity for extracting biologically mean-
ingful representations from these datasets. HCS images are
often analyzed with customized cell segmentation, feature
extraction, and downstream analysis pipelines [7]. Despite
the many discoveries made using this approach [5], devel-
oping robust segmentation and feature extraction pipelines
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using proprietary or open-source software packages [10, 60]
remains challenging [12].

Alternatively, representation learning approaches do not
require prior knowledge of cellular morphology and have
the potential to perform significantly better on practical bi-
ological research objectives, e.g., inferring relationships be-
tween perturbations [49]. Current SOTA approaches use
weakly supervised learning (WSL) [71] to train models that
predict the perturbations used to treat the cells in an im-
age [8, 49]. However, the performance of WSL models has
been found to be sensitive to the strength of perturbations
used [49], potentially limiting the applicability of WSL to
large scale datasets.

In order to overcome these limitations, we develop an
alternative framework for learning representations of HCS
datasets based on self-supervised learning (Fig. 1). Specif-
ically, we train masked autoencoders (MAEs) [31] with U-
Net and vision transformer (ViT) backbones on progres-
sively larger HCS image sets. We show that these mod-
els, particularly MAE ViTs, are scalable learners of cellu-
lar biology, outperforming previous SOTA methods at infer-
ring known biological relationships in whole-genome HCS
screens. Specifically, we show that

• for MAEs, recall of known biological relationships
scales with increasing model and training set sizes,
while recall degrades when naively scaling WSL,

• a Fourier domain reconstruction loss stabilizes MAE
training of large ViT backbones, and

• employing a novel channel-agnostic MAE ViT helps
generalize to microscopy datasets with different channel
configurations.

2. Related Work
Deep learning models have been successfully trained to per-
form cell segmentation [48, 61, 65] and phenotype classifi-
cation [23, 40, 41, 51], however these supervised learning
tasks require the costly creation of segmentation masks and
other labels. Inspired by the successful use of embeddings
obtained from ImageNet-trained models for other datasets
and tasks [54], researchers have used models trained on
natural images to featurize HCS data with varying results
[1, 52]. Others [8, 49, 57, 62] have used WSL to train
convolutional networks to classify labels obtained from ex-
perimental metadata (e.g., perturbation class). Despite ob-
taining SOTA results when trained on small, highly-curated
image sets, we show that the performance of WSL models
does not necessarily improve on larger datasets.

Vision models pretrained with self-supervised learning

(SSL) often outperform supervised models on downstream
tasks [9, 15, 31]. Unlike supervised pretraining [38], SSL
is readily applied to large datasets where labels are lacking
or heavily biased. This is useful for HCS datasets, as they

contain a wide range of cellular phenotypes that are difficult
for human experts to interpret and annotate. For example,
DiNO [9] is an SSL method that has been applied to HCS
[17, 20, 29, 37, 58] data, however it relies on augmenta-
tions inspired by natural images, which may not be applica-
ble to HCS image sets. Alternatively, masked autoencoders

(MAEs) [31] are trained by reconstructing masked patches
conditioned on unmasked patches of an image (Fig. 2).
MAEs have been successfully applied to images [31], audio
[35], video [25] and multimodal audio-video datasets [34].
However, previous attempts to train MAEs on HCS datasets
have had limited success [37, 68], likely due to limitations
in compute resources and dataset size.

3. HCS Datasets
We investigate the scaling properties [69] of MAE and WSL
pretraining by evaluating increasingly larger models trained
on five HCS microscopy datasets of different sizes, as sum-
marized in Table 1 (see Appendix A.1 for additional de-
tails). In curating these datasets, we aimed to cover a broad
range of biological and experimental factors that could im-
pact a deep learning model’s ability to learn transferable
representations of the images. These datasets contain im-
ages captured using a six-channel proprietary implementa-
tion of the Cell Painting imaging protocol [6], which multi-
plexes fluorescent dyes to reveal eight broadly relevant cel-
lular components. The RPI-52M and RPI-93M (Recursion
Phenomics Imageset) datasets also include several million
images obtained with Brightfield microscopy imaging. RPI-
52M is a superset of RxRx1, RxRx1-2M, and RxRx3, and
RPI-93M is a superset of RPI-52M.

4. Methods
This section discusses the strategies we used to train deep
computer vision models on our HCS image datasets (Ta-
ble 1). During pretraining, each model receives as in-
put 256 x 256 crops randomly sampled from images
in the training set, preprocessed with channel-wise self-
standardization [62]. See Appendix A.2 for more details
on training and hyperparameters.

4.1. Weakly supervised learning
We train WSL models to classify perturbations; i.e., to
predict the genetic or chemical perturbation applied to the
cells (e.g., siRNA knockdown, CRISPR knockout, or small
molecule) in a random crop of a training image as input.

We reimplement the 28-million parameter
DenseNet-161 backbone proposed in Sypetkowski et al.
[62], trained to predict cellular perturbations and producing
128-dimensional embeddings from a two-layer MLP neck
before the classification logits. We also trained model
variants that produce 1,024-dimensional embeddings. We
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Pretraining dataset Imaging modality Perturbation type(s) # images # perturbations

RxRx1 [62] Cell Painting gene KD (siRNA) 125,510 1,108
RxRx1-2M Cell Painting gene KD (siRNA) 1,650,319 1,108
RxRx3 [24] Cell Painting gene KO (CRISPR), SMC 2,222,096 113,517
RPI-52M Cell Painting, Brightfield gene KD/KO/OX, SMC, SF 51,516,177 2,345,638
RPI-93M Cell Painting, Brightfield gene KD/KO/OX, SMC, SF 92,764,542 3,957,400

Table 1. Summary of the HCS datasets explored for pre-training in this work. Each image in each dataset is 2,048 x 2,048 x 6 pixels.
Genetic perturbations include knock-down (KD), knock-out (KO), and overexpression (OX). Non-genetic perturbations include small-
molecule compounds (SMC) and soluble factors (SF; e.g. cytokines, biologics). RPI- datasets include genetic perturbations generated with
siRNA, CRISPR, and other genetic manipulation technologies.

53,���0

Figure 2. Visualizing MAE ViT-L/8+ (trained on RPI-93M) reconstructions on random validation images from four datasets – RxRx1,
RxRx3, RPI-52M, and RPI-93M. For each dataset column, we show a triplet of the masked input (left), the reconstruction (middle), and
the original (right); for this model, we randomly mask 75% of the 1,024 8x8 patches constructed from the 256 x 256 center crop of the
full image. Images are taken from wells on the same experimental plate, rows alternate between randomly sampled negative control and
perturbation conditions (see Fig. 1).

trained such models with and without adaptive batch nor-
malization (AdaBN), an architectural technique to enable
domain adaptation [44]. Our AdaBN-based DenseNet-161
classifiers are implemented with Ghost BatchNorm [33] in
order to train with larger batch sizes.

We also trained WSL models with vision transformers
(ViT-B/16 and ViT-L/16) [21], described further in the fol-
lowing sections. Our ViT classifiers use the embedding of
the class token from the final layer as the representation of
the image crop (we observed minimal difference in down-
stream performance between using the class token embed-
ding versus averaging over patch embeddings).

4.2. Masked autoencoders
We train and evaluate MAEs with convolutional and trans-
former backbones of different sizes, depending on the scale
of the training set. We provide example reconstructions on
our pretraining validation sets in Figure 2, and additional
reconstructions in the Appendix A.4.

We adapt U-Nets [56] for use as masked autoen-

coders (MU-Nets) by training to reconstruct masked sec-
tions of input images. We train MU-Nets as described
in Xun et al. [68] and report results for MU-Net-M
and MU-Net-L, which have 52- and 135-million parame-
ters, respectively. MU-Net-M’s downsampling schedule is
32/64/128/256/512, while MU-Net-L incorporates an addi-
tional block of size 1,024. In each case, the decoder mirrors
the encoder.

We train vision transformers [19, 21, 59, 69] as MAEs
following the implementation in He et al. [31]. We report
results for ViT-S, ViT-B, and ViT-L encoders [21], contain-
ing 22-, 86-, and 304-million parameters, respectively, and
producing 384-, 768-, and 1,024-dimensional embeddings
respectively. We explore the use of 8x8 and 16x16 patch
sizes and 75% and 25% mask ratios (Fig. 2), respectively. A
25-million parameter decoder [31] is used for patch recon-
structions. Note that 8x8 patches induce a sequence length
4 times greater than 16x16 patches and are thus more com-
putationally expensive. Our MAE ViTs use the average of
patch embeddings from the final layer of the encoder as the
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Figure 3. Example reconstruction loss curves (log-log scale) train-
ing a CA-MAE ViT-L/16, with and without Fourier domain recon-
struction loss (same random seed), on RPI-93M; similar results
hold for other large MAE ViTs across multiple runs. Training
with LF at ↵ = 0.01 (Eq. 3) enables surpassing the saddle-point
region.

embedding of the image crop.
We observed (Fig. 3) an interesting behavior when train-

ing large MAE-ViTs on our largest datasets. Early in train-
ing, after a steep initial descent in loss, the model encoun-
tered an apparent saddle point region in the parameter land-
scape. When trained long enough, we could surpass that
region and “double-dip” the loss curve after many million
crops are seen (depending on model and dataset size). We
found that training dynamics and downstream performance
benefited from large batch sizes of up to 16,384 image crops
and using the Lion optimizer [16], versus the typical choices
of batch size and AdamW optimizer [3].

4.2.1 Fourier domain reconstruction loss

Even with the training strategies described above, our
largest models with many tokens, such as ViT-L/8, diverged
early during training. We also observed that reconstruc-
tions lacked the kind of texture prediction that character-
ize microscopy images, consistent with the original MAE
results in which high-frequency textures were not recon-
structed well [31]. We therefore added an additional recon-
struction loss in the Fourier domain [67] to encourage the
model to better reconstruct the textures of cellular morphol-
ogy, which also facilitated more reliable navigation of the
loss landscape for reconstruction in general.

MAEs are trained with mean squared error (L2) recon-
struction loss at the patch level only on the masked patches.
Formally, given P masked patches for an individual sample,
the patch’s image pixels yp and the model’s reconstruction
of the patch y

0
p:

LMAE =
1

P

PX

p=1

L2(yp, y
0
p). (1)

We incorporated an additional loss term based on the fast

Fourier transformation, F , following the standard recon-
struction loss in Eq. 1, calculated on masked patches only:

LFT =
1

P

PX

p=1

L1(|F(yp)|, |F(y0p)|). (2)

This loss term incentivizes the model to minimize the mean
absolute error (L1) between the original and reconstructed
patches in the frequency domain.

Finally, we combine Eqs. 1 and 2 as follows:

LMAE+ = (1� ↵)LMAE + ↵LFT , (3)

where the hyperparameter ↵ 2 (0, 1). All models indicated
with a + (e.g., ViT-L/8+) are trained using this loss function.
We found that setting ↵ = 0.01 worked effectively. As
illustrated in Figure 3, we found that training with this loss
term consistently resulted in a stable double-descent in loss.

4.2.2 Channel-agnostic MAEs

Microscopy images captured by HCS can vary signifi-
cantly across experiments and labs, often containing dif-
ferent numbers of channels and different cellular objects
stained in each channel. Although many labs have aligned
on the Cell Painting protocol [6], there are still variations
between experimental implementations, with some proto-
cols having 5 or 6 of the fluorescent morphology stains,
and others adding brightfield or experiment-specific chan-
nels. Standard convolutional- [42] or vision transformer-
based [21] architectures require input images to have a con-
sistent set of channels between training and test settings.

In an effort to develop an architecture that can transfer to
a different number and set of channels at test time, we de-
veloped the channel-agnostic ViT architecture (CA-MAE).
This architecture was inspired by recent work on multi-
modal MAEs [2, 26], specifically Bachmann et al. [2], in
which RGB images, scene depth and semantic segmenta-
tion are considered separate modalities that train a single
ViT-based MAE. Our implementation treats each channel as
a separate modality, creating C ⇥N tokens where C is the
number of channels and N is the number of patches defined
by N = HW/P

2, where (H,W ) is the resolution of the
original image, and (P, P ) is the resolution of each image
patch. To make the model agnostic to the number and set of
channels at test time, we apply a single shared linear pro-
jection and the same positional embeddings to all channels
based on the standard sine-cosine functions [31]. We apply
the masking ratio to the resulting C ⇥ N tokens, produc-
ing different masks for each channel. During training, we
use separate decoders for each channel similar to the sep-
arate decoders used for each modality in Bachmann et al.
[2]. We use a 75% (ViT-B/16) or 85% (ViT-L/16) masking
ratio. Figure 4 describes this architecture in detail.
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Figure 4. Channel-agnostic MAE (CA-MAE). This architecture enables transferring ViT encoders trained using MAEs from one set of
channels to another. Left: CA-MAE training (ViT-L/16+, 85% mask) in which an input tensor is split into individual channels and a shared
linear projection (Tokenizer) is applied to each channel, followed by the addition of positional embeddings per channel. Right: the trained
ViT encoder can then be used to embed images with different sets, ordering, and/or numbers of channels (3 shown here) by using the class
token, averaging all the patch embeddings, or averaging the patch embeddings from each channel separately and concatenating them.

Table 2. Impact of batch correction methods for RPI-93M MAE
ViT-L/8+; findings are similar for other models. Recall of known
relationships in top and bottom 5% of cosine similarities on CO-
RUM/hu.MAP/Reactome/StringDB databases.

Transformation method Recalls
No transformation .124/.124/.096/.135
PCA .126/.122/.102/.134
Center by plate .449/.361/.184/.350
Center by experiment .455/.365/.186/.353
Standardize by plate .456/.367/.187/.359
Standardize by experiment .460/.370/.188/.359
PCA+Standardize by plate .614/.435/.261/.477
PCA+Standardize by experiment .614/.435/.258/.477
TVN .622/.443/.267/.484

5. Results
We evaluated our models based on their ability to identify
biological relationships as well as predict aggregated single
cell features [60].

5.1. Predicting biological relationships
A valuable use of large-scale HCS experiments is to per-
form large-scale inference of biological relationships be-
tween various types of perturbations. We evaluate each
model’s ability to recall known relationships by using the
multivariate metrics described in Celik et al. [11]. We cor-
rect for batch effects using Typical Variation Normalization

(TVN) [1, 11], and also correct for possible chromosome
arm biases known to exist in CRISPR-Cas9 HCS data [43].
Table 2 shows the impact of other batch correction tech-
niques on relationship prediction.

To predict biological relationships, we compute the ag-
gregate embedding of each perturbation by taking the spher-
ical mean over its replicate embeddings. We use the co-

sine similarity of a pair of perturbation representations as
the relationship metric, setting the origin of the space to
the mean of negative controls. We compare these simi-
larities with the relationships found in the following pub-
lic databases: CORUM [28], hu.MAP [22], Reactome [27],
and StringDB [63] (with >95% combined score).

Table 3 reports the recall of known relationships amongst
the top and bottom 5% of all cosine similarities between
CRISPR knockout representations in RxRx3 [24]. This re-
quired embedding approximately 140 million image crops
and aggregating them by gene. As expected, random base-
lines recall ⇠10% of known relationships in each database
(since recall is calculated from 10% of all cosine similari-
ties). A baseline using 30 different pixel intensity statistics
as image features already recalls relationships surprisingly
well compared to random. Just as surprising, pretrained
ImageNet models outperform most WSL models trained
on HCS datasets. The one exception is ViT-L/16 trained
on RxRx1-2M. RxRx1-2M is a dataset carefully curated to
contain a large number of distinct perturbations with strong,
consistent phenotypes across many cell types. The relative
improvement this model achieves over training on RxRx3
suggests that implementing WSL on HCS data requires the
training dataset to be curated for high-quality classes. How-
ever, this is resource intensive, experimentally and com-
putationally, and would need to be repeated for every new
HCS assay.

As previously described, we train MU-Nets and MAE
ViTs of various sizes on increasingly larger datasets. Ta-
ble 3 shows that MAEs outperform the pretrained ImageNet
and WSL models, especially when we scale up to larger
model and training set sizes. For example, our best MAE
model, ViT-L/8+ trained on RPI-93M, achieves a 11.5%
relative improvement over the best WSL model, ViT-L/16
trained on RxRx1-2M, when recalling known biological re-
lationships in hu.MAP. For reasons mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph, we did not train WSL models on datasets
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Table 3. Recall of known relationships in top and bottom 5% of cosine similarities by model, pretraining set, and database. All results
are computed on RxRx3 after applying TVN and chromosome arm bias correction. Results include simple baselines, intermediate model
checkpoints, ablations, and performant WSL/SSL models. MAEs with + are trained with Fourier domain reconstruction loss, ↵ = 0.01
(Eq. 3).

Model backbone Pretraining dataset CORUM hu.MAP Reactome StringDB

Simple baselines

Random 1024-dim embeddings N/A .100 .100 .100 .100
Pixel intensity statistics N/A .280 .260 .160 .270

ImageNet-pretrained classifiers

ViT-S/16 Imagenet-21k [55] .494 .348 .213 .388
ViT-B/16 Imagenet-21k [55] .511 .344 .216 .395
ViT-B/8 Imagenet-21k [55] .472 .324 .203 .369
ViT-L/16 Imagenet-21k [55] .531 .360 .228 .409

Weakly supervised models

DenseNet-161 RxRx1 [62] .383 .307 .190 .330
DenseNet-161 w/ AdaBN RxRx1 [62] .485 .349 .228 .417
DenseNet-161 w/ AdaBN RxRx3 [24] .461 .303 .188 .377
DenseNet-161 w/ AdaBN (1024-dim) RxRx1 [62] .502 .363 .220 .422
DenseNet-161 w/ AdaBN (1024-dim) RxRx3 [24] .520 .350 .207 .413
ViT-B/16 RxRx1 [62] .505 .348 .218 .408
ViT-L/16 RxRx3 [24] .532 .353 .196 .402
ViT-L/16 RxRx1-2M .568 .397 .255 .472

MU-Nets

MU-Net-L RxRx3 [24] .566 .374 .232 .427
MU-Net-L RPI-52M .576 .385 .238 .443
MU-Net-L RPI-93M .581 .386 .247 .440

Intermediate MAE ViT checkpoints

MAE ViT-L/8+ (epoch 1) RPI-52M .524 .357 .216 .405
MAE ViT-L/8+ (epoch 25) RPI-52M .595 .411 .254 .461
MAE ViT-L/8+ (epoch 46) RPI-52M .605 .424 .267 .474

MAE ViTs

MAE ViT-B/16 RxRx3 [24] .565 .387 .232 .435
MAE ViT-B/16 RPI-52M .540 .373 .234 .416
MAE ViT-B/8 RPI-52M .601 .404 .251 .459
MAE ViT-L/16 RxRx3 [24] .560 .374 .231 .427
MAE ViT-L/16 RPI-52M .607 .414 .258 .460
MAE ViT-L/16+ RPI-52M .626 .425 .260 .468
MAE ViT-L/8+ RPI-93M .622 .443 .267 .484
Channel-agnostic MAE ViTs

CA-MAE ViT-B/16 RPI-52M .587 .404 .257 .459
CA-MAE ViT-B/16+ RPI-52M .586 .398 .249 .455
CA-MAE ViT-L/16+ RPI-93M .614 .424 .264 .478

larger than RxRx3. We also show the performance of inter-
mediate MAE ViT checkpoints and observe that, as train-
ing progresses, both the reconstruction of validation images
(training loss for epochs 1, 25, and 46 was 2.4e-3, 4.4e-4,
and 4.1e-4, respectively) and recall of known biological re-
lationships improve. This indicates that image reconstruc-

tion is an appropriate proxy task for capturing biological
information for use in downstream tasks of interest.

CA-MAE. Table 3 shows results for three channel-
agnostic MAEs (Sec. 4.2.2). Note that CA-MAE ViT-B/16
significantly outperforms the MAE ViT-B/16 when trained
on RPI-52M, suggesting that these architectures can offer
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Figure 5. Results for select MAE ViTs taken from Table 3. Left: StringDB recall as a function of number of training FLOps. Right: Recall
across different cosine similarity percentiles on each database. Similar results hold for other models on other datasets.

improved performance over standard MAE ViTs. More-
over, CA-MAEs enable generalizing to datasets with dif-
ferent numbers of channels (see Sec. 5.3). We did not scale
CA-MAE to the best performing MAE ViT-L/8+ architec-
ture due to the large number of tokens generated by this
architecture (6,144 for 6-channel images). We leave explor-
ing techniques to address large token sequences in training
MAEs (e.g., SWIN [45, 46, 70] or dilated attention [30]) to
future work.

5.2. MAEs are scalable learners of cellular biology
In Figure 5 we see that recall strongly correlates with the
number of training FLOps, a function of both model and
training set size (see Appendix A.5 for similar trends on
other databases). We also see that the relative performance
of different pretrained models on this metric is preserved for
different choices of similarity percentiles. Our overall best
model, RPI-93M MAE ViT-L/8+, is an MAE ViT-L using 8
x 8 patching, 75% mask ratio, and trained with the Fourier
domain reconstruction loss (Eq. 3) on 128 A100 GPUs for
over 20,000 GPU hours on the largest dataset, RPI-93M.

5.3. Transfer to JUMP-CP
To further evaluate the transferability of our models, we in-
ferenced CPJUMP1, a subset of the JUMP-CP [14] dataset,
and ran the corresponding benchmarking tasks introduced
in Chandrasekaran et al. [13]. This dataset includes Cell
Painting and Brightfield images of two different cell types
with ⇠130K unique perturbations and consists of two
primary tasks, perturbation retrieval and sibling retrieval,
where siblings represent similar but distinct perturbations.
For both tasks, cosine similarity between samples is mea-
sured for individual perturbations or siblings, and Average

Table 4. Perturbation detection and siblings retrieval on the JUMP-
CP dataset, measured in fraction retrieved. Values are averaged
(± standard deviation) over cell types, modalities, and time-points.

Model backbone, dataset Pert. Siblings
CellProfiler [60] .53 ±.30 .13 ±.07
ViT-L/16, ImageNet-21k [55] .88 ±.09 .06 ±.03
WSL ViT-L/16, RxRx1-2M .84 ±.08 .02 ±.02
MAE ViT-L/8+, RPI-93M .78 ±.13 .03 ±.03
CA-MAE ViT-L/16+, RPI-93M .95 ±.05 .02 ±.02

Precision (AP ) is measured against a null of negative con-
trol samples. Permutation testing is used to establish the
significance of the AP values, which are then false discov-
ery rate-adjusted to yield q values with a cut-off of 5% for
being considered as retrieved.

Some adaptations for image embedding and data normal-
ization were necessary compared to Chandrasekaran et al.
[13], including our use of TVN on the negative controls to
normalize the embeddings rather than robustize MAD. Ad-
ditionally, use of the WSL ViT-L/16 and MAE ViT-L/8+
models required mapping the JUMP-CP stains to those of
the training set and duplicating one channel to match the
model’s expected six. Meanwhile, the CA-MAE model
jointly embedded the five Cell Painting channels and three
Brightfield channels, despite being only trained on unpaired
six-channel inputs.

We observe significantly improved performance of deep
learning models on the perturbation retrieval task compared
to CellProfiler [60], while having smaller variability across
cell types, modalities, and time-points, indicating that nor-
malized embeddings from these models consistently rep-
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Table 5. Recall (at 5% false positive rate) of StringDB relation-
ships for select models on three different gene sets PoC-124/MoA-
300/DG-1640 as defined in Sivanandan et al. [58].

Model backbone Training data Recalls
WSL DN161 w/ AdaBN RxRx1 [62] .79/.24/.15
MAE ViT-S/16 RxRx3 [24] .74/.19/.14
MU-net-L RPI-52M .79/.20/.15
MAE ViT-L/8+ RPI-93M .80/.23/.17
DiNO ViT-S/8 [58] CP 1640 .53/.12/.14

resent perturbations despite plate and well variations (Ta-
ble 4).

In contrast, we note the lower performance of the nor-
malized MAE model embeddings on the sibling retrieval
task, where experimentally related pairs of perturbations are
less similar compared to CellProfiler features. These obser-
vations are consistent with the hypothesis that MAE-trained
models produce highly-resolved representations of cellular
images that, in this case, are also capable of differentiating
even biologically or chemically related perturbations. This
illustrates the need to further develop fine-tuning strategies,
or alignment methods techniques to increase performance
on application-specific tasks, such as relatability among
similar reagents in spite of phenotypic variation (as seen
here), or other biologically-relevant research objectives like
identifying genetic interactors or compound mechanisms of
action.

5.4. Comparison with external platforms
We compare these models with recent results from an al-
ternative HCS platform combining pooled CRISPR screen-
ing with Cell Painting [58]. Table 5 reports recall at 5%
FPR in StringDB on three gene sets defined in Sivanandan
et al. [58]. The ViT-L/8+ MAE trained on RPI-93M yields
a minimum 20% relative improvement in gene set perfor-
mance over CP-DiNO 1640 (ViT-S/8), which was trained
on ⇠1.5M single-cell images. We note the significant differ-
ences in assay technology, cell lines, and modeling method-
ology between the two platforms, making their direct com-
parison impossible using this metric. Nonetheless, we hope
this comparison brings the field closer to an accepted set of
benchmarks for evaluating models trained on HCS datasets.

5.5. Predicting morphological features
To determine whether models of different architectures
were able to learn a diverse array of morphological char-
acteristics, we used linear regression to predict 955 Cell-
Profiler (CP) features spanning area-shape, texture, radial
distribution, intensity, and neighbor categories [10]. Al-
though many of these features are highly correlated and dis-

Figure 6. Single-task linear regression illustrates how an MAE-
trained embedding model outperforms a WSL-trained model in
predicting CellProfiler features across all categories.

play highly skewed distributions in practice, they nonethe-
less quantify a diverse set of specific morphological char-
acteristics that can be used to assess the richness of model
embeddings. Specifically, we observe that MAE model em-
beddings (RPI-93M ViT-L/8+) are better predictors of CP
extracted morphological features than WSL model embed-
dings (RxRx1 DenseNet-161 w/ AdaBN), as measured by
the coefficient of determination of predicted features from
an independent experimental dataset (Fig. 6; see also Ap-
pendix A.6). For example, improvements offered by this
MAE over the WSL model range from a 14% relative im-
provement in predicting the AreaShape features (.456 vs
.401) to a 148% improvement in predicting the Intensity
feature (.737 vs .297), based on the median R

2. These ob-
servations suggest that MAEs can produce representations
that more effectively capture a wide range of morphologi-
cal features compared to the most performant WSL model
proposed by Sypetkowski et al. [62].

6. Conclusion

This work demonstrates that scaling properties [69] apply
to learning microscopy-based representations of cellular bi-
ology that can accurately infer known biological relation-
ships. Unlike previous approaches that use weakly super-
vised learning [49, 62] on small, curated datasets, we show
that the performance of self-supervised MAEs on biolog-
ically meaningful benchmarks scales to massive HCS im-
age sets. Additionally, we introduce a novel reconstruction
loss based on the Fourier transform which stabilizes large
MAE training, and a channel-agnostic MAE architecture
that generalizes to different channel configurations and of-
fers promising directions for future work.
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